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Let R,,(K) be the K-algebra generated by the generic 2 × 2 matrices Yl ..... Ym 
over a unitary commutative associative ring K. Our main result is that, with a small 
class of exceptions, for m a positive integer and p a prime, the kernel of the 
natural homomorphism Rm(~_) -'9 Rm(~_p) coincides with PRm(Z). The only excep- 
tions are for m > 5 and p = 2 when we give an explicit multilinear polynomial 
identity of degree 5 for the matrix algebra M2(Z 2) which does not follow from the 
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polynomial identities of M2(2~). This improves on Schelter's construction of a 
non-multilinear identity of this sort of degree 6, and Drensky and Tsiganchev's 
existence result for a multilinear identity such as we have found. © 2000 Academic 
Press 
Key Words: algebras with polynomial identity; generic matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
For a unitary commutative associative ring K let Rmg(K) be the 
K-algebra generated by m generic k x k matrices Yl . . . . .  Ym, k > 2. Every 
homomorphism K 1 ~ K z of the unitary commutative associative rings K 1 
and K 2 induces a homomorphism Rmk(Kx) ~ Rink(K2). 
For p prime Procesi [14] asked whether the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism 
l-~mkp: Rink(Z/) ~ Rmk(7/p) 
coincides with pRmk(7~ ). This problem is interesting for the applications of 
the generic matrices in other branches of algebra, e.g., in invariant heory 
of matrices. On the other hand, every element from Ker Omk p which is not 
in pRink(Z) defines a new polynomial identity for the k × k matrix algebra 
Mk(E) over an infinite field E of characteristic p, i.e., a polynomial 
identity with integer coefficients which does not follow from the identities 
for Me(L) over a field L of characteristic zero. Hence the discovery of 
new elements in the kernel of l~mk p is interesting also for the theory of 
algebras with polynomial identities. 
The only known results are for 2 × 2 matrices. Formanek et al. [10] 
proved that Ker O22 p = PR22(7~). Schelter [18] found a nontrivial element 
of KerOmz2\2Rm2(7/) for m > 5 and p = 2. The polynomial of Schelter is 
multihomogeneous of total degree 6: of degree 2 with respect o Yl and 
linear in Y2, Y3, Y4, Ys- Drensky and Tsiganchev [8] established that there 
exists a multilinear polynomial f(Yl,..., Ys) of degree five in the kernel of 
Rm2(7/) ~ Rm2(7/2), m > 5, which does not belong to  2Rm2(2~). 
In the present paper we give a complete answer to the problem of 
Procesi in the case of 2 × 2 generic matrices. Our main result is the 
following. 
Let Rm(7/) be the algebra of m generic 2 x 2 matrices over Z. The 
kernel Ker Omp of the homomorphism Omp = 19rnZp coincides with PRm(Z) 
for all m i fp>2andfor  m<4i fp=2.  Forp=2and m>4there  
exist nontrivial elements of Ker Om2 which do not belong to 2Rm(7/). 
The factor space Ker Omz/2Rm(7/) is a multigraded vector space over Y 2. 
We have calculated the first coefficients of its Hilbert series. They are 
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determined by the equation 
,n 1 
Hilb((Ker Om2)/2Rm(Z ), t 1 . . . . .  tin) = (es(t  1 . . . .  , t,,) + . . . )  1--I , 
i=1 1 --t i 
where e s is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree 5 in m 
variables and the dots .-. represent a power series without summands of 
degree < 6. In particular, we know the explicit form of the new identities 
of degree _< 6. There is only one essentially new multilinear identity of 
degree 5: 
f (x l ,  x2, x3, X 4 , Xs) 
= [xs, x4][x2,Xl,X3] + [x3,x, ,x2]Exs,x4] 
-'['-[X4, X 1, X3][X 5,X2] + IX3, X1][X4,X 2,X5] 
"[-[X4,X3][X5, Xx,X2] -[- [X5,X3,X4][X2,X1]. 
In other words, f is a polynomial identity for the generic 2 × 2 matrix 
algebra over a field of characteristic 2 and there exists no polynomial 
g(Xa,X2, x3, x4, xs )~ 7/(X} which is an identity for the algebra Rm(Q) 
and such that f is the image of g under the canonical homomorphism 
~(S}  --, ~2(X) .  
Our approach to the problem of Procesi develops further the method of 
[8] and is the following. In order to prove that Ker Omp = PRm(2V) in all 
cases different from p -- 2 and m > 4 it is sufficient o establish that the 
coefficients of all the Hilbert series 
Hilb(Ker Omp//pgm( 7/), t I . . . . .  t m) 
are equal to 0. On the other hand, in order to see that there are new 
identities in the case p = 2 and m > 4, we calculate these coefficients up 
to degree 6. First we prove that the nonexistence of new identities for 
Rm(71 p) is equivalent to the coincidence of the Hilbert series of the graded 
vector spaces R,,(Q) over Q and Rm(Z;) over Z;. In order to handle the 
cases p > 2 and p = 2, m _< 4, we construct a basis of R,,(Q), which is in 
Rm(Z) and such that its image under the canonical homomorphism O,~ e is 
a basis of the vector space Rm(Y-p). The existence of such a basis guaran- 
tees that Ker Omp = pRm(71). The Hilbert series of Rm(Q) was calculated 
by different methods by Procesi [15], Formanek [9], and Drensky [4]. We 
use the approach of Drensky which is based on the so called proper 
polynomial identities. 
For p -- 2 and m > 4 we compare the dimensions of the multihomoge- 
neous proper polynomial identities of degrees 5 and 6 for the matrix 
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algebras M2(Q) and M2(7~2). Let K be a field, let F(n)(K) be the vector 
space of the proper multihomogeneous polynomials of multidegree (n) = 
(nl . . . .  , nm) in K(Xl,..., Xm), and let T(M2(K)) be the T-ideal of the 
polynomial identities of M2(K) in K(X). For char K = 0 the dimension 
dim(F(n)( K)/(F(")( K) n T(M2( K)))) 
can be evaluated in the language of standard Young tableaux by the 
method of Drensky [2]. In the cases n I + .-" +nm = 5,6 it can be done 
very easily. Using a specially created computer program written in TURBO 
PASCAL, we have calculated 
dim(FO)(712)/(F(n)(712) O T(M2(K)  ))), 
where K is an infinite field of characteristic 2. Since we work with 
polynomials of low degree with respect o each variable, it turns out that 
we may work over 77 2 instead of over K. We have obtained that for degree 
up to 6 
dim(VO)(Q)/(r(n)(Q) n T(M2(Q))))  
= d im(F(n) (712) / (F (n ) (712)  fq T(M2(712))) 
in all cases except he multilinear case of degree 5, i.e., for (n) = (1, 1, 1, 
1, 1), when 
dim(F(n)(Q)/(F(n)(Q) A T(Mz(Q))  ) 
= a + dim(r n (z2)/(r n (z2) n T(M2(Z2)))), 
and this gives the only essentially new identity of degree ~ 6. A modifica- 
tion of our computer program gives the explicit form of the identity. In 
particular, the other elements of degree _< 6 in Ker Ore2 \2Rm(Z) (e.g., the 
polynomial of Schelter [18]) are not proper and can be obtained from our 
polynomial by multiplication. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give the necessary 
background on algebras with polynomial identities, representation theory 
of the general linear group, and generic 2 X 2 matrices. Section 2 is 
devoted to the reductions which translate the problem of Procesi nto that 
of comparing the Hilbert series of the generic 2 x 2 matrix algebras over 
Q and 7//,. In Sections 3 and 4 we consider the cases p > 2 and p = 2, 
m < 4, respectively. Finally, in Section 5 we describe the algorithms and 
give the results obtained by computer calculations in the case p = 2 and 
m>4.  
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In the sequel K denotes a fixed unitary commutative associative ring 
and Mk(K) is the algebra of k x k matrices with entries from K. Usually 
K will be a field or K = 7?. We assume that all algebras are unitary and 
over K. We denote by S n the symmetric group acting on the set of symbols 
{1, 2 . . . . .  n} and, when K is a field, by GL,n = GLm(K) the general linear 
group acting on a fixed vector space of dimension m. We also define left 
normed commutators [x l , . . . ,  Xn], n > 2, by [x 1, x 2] = xlx 2 - x2x I for 
n = 2 and by 
[X1 , . . . ,Xn_ I ,Xn]  -~- [ [X I , . . . ,Xn_ I ] ,Xn]  , n > 2. 
1.1. Algebras with Polynomial Identities 
For a background on PI-algebras we refer to the book by Rowen [17]. 
Let K (X)  be the free associative algebra generated over K by the infinite 
countable set of symbols X = {Xl, x 2 . . . .  } and let K(x  1 . . . . .  x m) be the 
free subalgebra of rank m. The element f (x  1 . . . . .  x n) ~ K(X)  is called a 
polynomial identity for the algebra R if f ( r l , . . . ,  r n) = 0 for all r l , . . . ,  rn 
R. We denote by T(R) the T-ideal of all identities of R. The class 
var(R) of all algebras atisfying the identities of R is called the variety of 
algebras generated by R. The algebras 
F(R)  = K(X) /T (R) ,  
Fm( R ) = K(x ,  . . . .  ,Xm) / (K (X l , . . . ,Xm)  N T(R)) ,  m_>l ,  
are, respectively, the relatively free algebras of countable rank and rank m 
in var(R). When no confusion is possible, we shall use the same symbols 
xl, x2 . . . .  for the generators of F(R). 
Let Pn be the subspace of K (X)  consisting of all multilinear polynomi- 
als of degree n, i.e., 
Pn = { ~, ao.x,~o) "" x,~(n)la,~  K ). 
o'~S n 
It is known that every algebra satisfying some polynomial identity satisfies 
also a multilinear polynomial identity. If some multilinear identity for R 
has a coefficient equal to 1, then R is called a PI-algebra. When K is a 
field of characteristic 0, every polynomial identity is equivalent to a set of 
multilinear identities. When K is an infinite field a weaker version of this 
statement holds; namely, every polynomial identity is equivalent to a set of 
multihomogeneous polynomials. Hence, the relatively free algebra Fm(R) 
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is a multigraded vector space, where the multigrading counts the entries of 
each x i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, in the monomials of Fm(R). 
Until the end of the subsection we assume that K is a field. I f  K is 
finite, we assume that the T-ideal T(R)  is multigraded. 
DEFINITION 1.1.1. The polynomial f ~ K(X)  is called proper if it is a 
linear combination of products of commutators 
f (X l , . . . ,Xm)  = Eo l i  . . . . .  j [X i l , . . . ,X ip ] " "  [Xj l  . . . .  ,X jq ] ,  Ol i . . . . .  j E~.- g .  
(We assume that 1 is a product of an empty set of commutators.) We 
denote by B = B(K)  the set of all proper polynomials in K(X)  and 
B m =Bm(K ) =B AK(x  I . . . .  ,Xm) , m = 1,2 . . . . .  
I f  n 1 . . . .  , n m are nonnegative integers, then we denote by F (') = F( ' ) (K)  
the set of the polynomials from B m which are multihomogeneous of
degree n i in xi, i = 1 . . . . .  m, and call the elements of F (") = F ("~ ...... m) 
proper polynomials of multidegree (n) = (n I . . . . .  nm). If  R is a PI-algebra, 
then we use the notation B(R),  BIn(R) , and F(n)(R) for the images in 
F(R)  of the corresponding vector subspaces of K(X) .  Since we consider 
noncommutative algebras R only, there will be no confusion in the usage 
of BIn(K) for B m and BIn(R) for Bm/(B  m ('1 T(R)). We use the same 
notation B(7/), BIn(Z), etc., also in the case K = 7/. 
The importance of the proper multilinear polynomials was discovered by 
Specht [20] who proved that over a field of characteristic 0 the polynomial 
identities of the unitary algebra R are equivalent o a set of multilinear 
proper identities. We use a stronger version of this result which states that 
the proper identities determine quite explicitly the structure and all 
numerical invariants of the relatively free algebras. We assume that the 
free Lie algebra L(X)  generated by X = {Xl, x 2 . . . .  } is a subset of K(X) .  
PROPOSITION 1.1.2 (i) [20]. Let K be a field and let 
x , ,  x2 ,  . . . , [ x i l ,  x i2 ] ,  [ x j l ,  xj2] . . . . .  [ xk2 ,  x 3], . . . ,  
be an ordered basis of the free algebra L (X)  consisting of the variables 
xl, x2, . . . and some commutators, uch that the variables precede the com- 
mutators. Then the vector space K ( X ) has a basis 
. . . .  o . . .  [x , , , . .  . ,  %]  , Xm 
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where a 1 . . . .  , am, b . . . . .  c > 0 and [x/1 , xi2] < . . .  < [Xll . . . .  , Xlp] in the or- 
dering of the basis of L (X) .  The above basis elements of K (X)  with 
a 1 . . . . .  a m = 0 form a basis of the vector space B of theproperpolyno- 
mials. 
(ii) (See [20] for multi l inear identities and, e.g., [5] for the general 
case.) I f  R is a unitary PI-algebra over an infinite field K, then the polynomial 
identities of R are consequences of the proper multihomogeneous identities. I f  
char K = O, then the identities of R follow from the proper multilinear 
identities. 
PROPOSmON 1.1.3 [6]. Let K be an infinite fieM. Then the vector space B 
has a basis 
].. [x;lr, x , .  .... X; rr], 
where the indices in each commutator [xi,s, xi2s,..., xi,s ~] satisfy ils > i2~ < 
• .. < ip , ,andr=O,  1,2 . . . . .  
PROPOSITION 1.1.4 [4]. Let R be a unitary PI-algebra over an infinite field 
K (or let the T-ideal T(R) be multigraded i fK  is a finitefieM). 
(i) I f  
{w,(x~ . . . .  ,xm)[ j = 1,2 . . . .  } 
is a basis of the vector subspace 
Bm( R ) = (K (x  1 . . . . .  x . , )  n B ) I (T (  R) N K(x  1 . . . .  , x~)  n B) 
of the proper polynomials in the relatively free algebra Fro(R) of rank m, then 
Fro(R) has a basis 
f tm • ~ - -  • . {x~  ... x m wj (x , , . .  Xm)la ~ > 0, j = 1 ,2 , . .  } 
If 
{uj~(x, . . . . .  x~)[j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Yk(R)} 
is a basis of the subspace Fk(R) of the multilinear proper polynomials of 
degree k in F(R) ,  
polynomials 
such that pl < ... 
then P,~(R) 
Xp~ " ' "  Xpn_kU jk (Xqa  , . . . , Xqk  ) , 
J = 1 ,2 , . . . ,Yk (R) ,  
< p,,_x and ql < "'" < qk" 
has a basis consisting of all multilinear 
k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
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(ii) The Hilbert series of the relatively free algebra Fro(R) and its proper 
elements B,n( R) are related by the equality 
m 1 
Hilb(Fm(R),tl . . . .  ,tin) = Hilb(Bm(R),tl . . . . .  t,.)l--I • 
i=1  I - - t  i 
The original proofs of Propositions 1.1.2-1.1.4 are for fields of charac- 
teristic 0. They are based on the Poinkar~-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for the 
basis of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, the Witt 
theorem that K(X)  is the universal enveloping algebra of L(X), and the 
fact that over a field of characteristic 0 the T-ideals are multigraded. 
Hence the same proofs work in our case. 
1.2. Representations of the General Linear Group 
In this subsection we assume that K is a field of characteristic 0 and the 
general linear group GLm = GL,,(K) acts canonically from the left on the 
vector space with basis {x~,..., Xm}. This action is extended iagonally on 
the free algebra K(x  1 . . . . .  x m) by 
g(  x i l ,  " " " , X in )  = g( xil ) "'" g (  X in ) ,  
g ~ GLm, xq "'" Xin ~ K(x  1 . . . . .  xm).  
For a background on representation theory of GL m see the books by 
Macdonald [12] and Weyl [21]. The irreducible polynomial representations 
of GLm are described by partitions and Young diagrams. Let A = 
(A 1 . . . . .  A r) ~ n, r < m, be a partition of n, i.e., a I + ... +at  = n, A 1 > 
• .. > _ h~ >_ 0. We also use the Frobenius notation tx = ( Ix1 al . . . .  , Ix~), e.g., 
(3, 2 3, 12) I- 11 states for (3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1) )-- 11. As usually, we denote graphi- 
cally the Young diagram of A = (A 1 . . . .  , A~) as a set of square boxes 
disposed in r rows. A A-tableau D is the Young diagram of A with boxes 
filled in with the integers 1 , . . . ,  m, allowing repetitions. If the entries of D 
increase from top to bottom in the columns and do not decrease from left 
to right in the rows, the tableau is called semistandard. Below we give an 
example of the Young diagram and two tableaux for h = (4, 3, 1) )- 8. The 
first tableau is semistandard and the second is not. 
41 
2 3 
I, 11 
1 4 
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We denote by W(A) = W(A1,..., At), r _< m, the irreducible GLm-mod- 
ule corresponding to A = (h i , . . . ,  at). If r > m and a r 4= 0, we assume 
that W(A) = 0. Every W(A) is isomorphic to a submodule of the GL m- 
module K(x  I . . . . .  x m ) and in the sequel we assume that W(A) is a 
submodule of K (x l , . . . ,  x m) or of its factor module. The vector space 
W(A) is multigraded. Its Hilbert series is equal to the Schur function 
SA(tl . . . .  ,G)  = Eka ,  ..... amt~ 1 "'" tam 
and is symmetric in t 1 . . . . .  t m. The dimension of the homogeneous compo- 
nent of degree (a 1 . . . . .  am) of W(A), i.e., the coefficient kal ..... am of Sh, 
is equal to the number of semistandard A-tableaux D such that the integer 
i appears exactly a i times in D, i = 1, . . . ,  rn. 
For a PI-algebra R the T-ideal T(R)  is GLm-invariant and F~(R) 
inherits the action of GL m on K(Xl  . . . .  , x~).  Since B m is a GLm-submod- 
ule of K(X l , . . . ,  Xm), we obtain that BIn(R) is also a GLm-submodule of 
Fro(R). It is a direct sum of its irreducible components 
Bm( R ) = F_,m( a)w( ~), 
where m(h) is the multiplicity of W(A), and the Hilbert series of Bm(R) is 
ni lb( Bm( R) ,  t 1 . . . . .  tm) = ~'~m( A)S,~( t1 . . . . .  tm).  
1.3. Generic Matrix Algebras 
Now we survey some properties of the generic matrix algebras over an 
arbitrary unitary commutative associative ring K. The proofs of the basic 
properties can be found in the book by Rowen [17] and those of 2 x 2 
matrices in the survey article by Drensky [5]. 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. Let k and m be fixed positive integers and let 
I~mk = K[ ~iSr)li, j = 1 . . . . .  k , r= 1, . . . ,m]  
be the polynomial algebra over K in k2m commuting variables. The k x k 
matrices 
k 
Yr = (~i~ ")) = E ~i~r)eij ~ Mk(~'~mk),  
i , j= l  
r = 1 , . . . ,m,  
where  eij are the matrix units, are called generic k × k matrices which 
generate the algebra Rink(K) of m generic matrices. Similarly one defines 
the algebra of m generic k x k upper triangular matrices which is gener- 
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ated by the matrices 
k k 
Yr = E E ~i~r)eij E M~( l)m~), 
i= l j= i  
r= 1 , . . . ,m.  
PROPOSITION 1.3.2. (i) f f  K is an infinite field or K = Y_, then the generic 
matrix algebra Rink(K) is isomorphic to the relatively free algebra Fm( Mk ( K ) ). 
When K is a finite field, then RInk(K) is isomorphic to Fm( Mk( E)) where E is 
any infinite extension of K and we consider Mk( E) as a K-algebra. A similar 
result holds for the algebra of generic upper triangular matrices. 
(ii) [13, 19]. Over an infinite field K the polynomial identity 
[X I ,X2]  "'" [X2k_ l  ,x2k]  
generates as a T-ideal the set of all polynomial identities of the algebra Uk( K)  
of k × k upper triangular matrices. The products of commutators from Propo- 
sition 1.1.3 with r < k form a basis for the vector space Bm(Uk(K)). 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3. Let 
k k 
Zl = ~ ~,,tz('l)e,,, Zr = Yr = ~, Jz.(.Oe.. r > 1. ~tJ tJ 
i=1 i , j= l  
Then the algebra generated by z l , . . . ,  z m is isomorphic to the generic matrix 
algebra Rink(K). 
Proposition 1.3.3 gives that, in an appropriate context, we may assume 
that the generic matrix Yl is diagonal. 
In the sequel we shall consider generic 2 x 2 matrices only and we 
denote by Rm(K) the algebra of m generic 2 × 2 matrices. If K is a field 
of characteristic different from 2, we shall fix the matrices 
a = el l  - e22, b = el2 -k- e21, c = el2 -- e21. 
The matrices a, b, c, and e -- eat + 822 form a basis of the vector space 
Mz(K).  Hence, changing linearly the variables ¢i} ~), we may assume that 
the generic matrices from Rm(K) are 
Yr = ~r a + f~b + y~c + 3~e, r = 1 , . . . ,m,  
where O/r, fir, Yr, 6~, r = 1 . . . . .  m, are new algebraically independent com- 
muting variables. We also define a lexicographic ordering on the polyno- 
mial algebra K[ 0/r, fir, yflr = 1, . . . ,  m] assuming that 
O"1 > 81 > 71 > O/2 > f2  > 72 > a3 > "'" > 0/m >fm > '~m" 
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The advantage of this presentation of the generic matrices is the nice 
multiplication between the matrices a, b, and c: 
a 2 = b 2 = e, C 2 = -e ,  ab = -ba  = c, 
bc= -cb= -a ,  ac= -ca=b,  
[a,b] = 2c, [b,c]  = -2a ,  [a,c] = 2b. 
If char K = 2, we fix the matrices 
a = e l l ,  b = el2 -1- e21, c = el2 
and assume that the generic matrices have the presentation 
Yr= ara + ~b + yr c+ 6re, r= 1 . . . . .  m, 
with the same lexicographic ordering of the variables O/r, ~r, %" 
Over a field K of characteristic 0 Razmyslov [16] found a basis (i.e., a 
generating set) of the T-ideal of the algebra M2(K). Later, a minimal basis 
of T(Mz(K))  was found by Drensky [3]. It turns out that all polynomial 
identities for M2(K) follow from the standard identity of degree 4 
S4(XI' X2' X3' X4) ~--- E (sign O')Xo.(1)Xo.(2)Xcr(3)Xo-(4 ) 
o'~ S 4 
and the identity of Hall 
Since the Hall identity is a commutator f the central polynomial [xl, X2 ]2, 
in the case of characteristic 2 we shall consider the standard polynomial 
and the commutators of central polynomials of degree 4 as "natural" 
polynomial identities and shall find an identity of degree 5 which does not 
follow from them and from other "natural" identities. 
The description of the GLm-module of the proper polynomials in 
Fro(Me(K)), char K = 0, is given by Drensky [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.4 [2]. I f  char K = 0, then Bm(Mz(K)) has the GL m- 
module structure 
Bm( M2( K) ) -~ K ~ ( ~[~ W(A1,  a2 , ) t3 ) ) ,  
where the summation in the parentheses runs over all A = (A1,/~2,/~3 ) such 
that A 2 > 0 and A 4: (13). 
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As a combination of Propositions 1.1.4 and 1.3.4 we obtain immediately: 
COROLLARY 1.3.5. The algebra Fm(M2(K)) , char K = 0, has a linear 
basis 
km {Xl kl . . . .  3¢mkm ' ~1 "k l  "'" Xml~,A} ,  
where the polynomials fx, a are in one-to-one correspondence with the semi- 
standard A-tableaux 21 with two or three rows and ~ ~ (13). 
2. REDUCTION TO COMPARING HILBERT SERIES 
In this section we generalize a result obtained by two of the authors [8] 
in the multilinear case. We show that the kernel of the canonical homo- 
morphism Rm(7/)~ Rm(Y-p) coincides with pR,~(7/) if and only if the 
Hilbert series of Rm(Q) and Rm(gp) are equal. If these series are differ- 
ent, we give a condition which shows where to search for new polynomial 
identities in characteristic p. 
Let us consider the free associative algebra K(x l , . . . ,  Xm). The map- 
ping x r ~ y ,  r = 1 , . . . ,  m, induces the canonical homomorphism 
~'m(K): K(x l , . . . ,  x,.,,) "~ R,.,,(K). 
By Proposition 1.3.2, for K = ~ and K = Q the kernel of %(K)  coincides 
with the set of all polynomial identities in m variables in the 2 × 2 matrix 
algebra M2(K); for K = Z e the kernel is the set of the polynomial 
identities of the 71p-algebra M2(E), where E is an infinite extension of the 
prime field 7/p. 
The algebra K(x l , . . . , x , ,}  is a free multigraded K-module. It is a 
direct sum of its homogeneous components (K(x~ . . . . .  x~ })(=1 ..... ==). Each 
of the components has a basis consisting of the monomials xq ... x¢ of 
degree n r in xr, r = 1 . . . . .  m. The K-algebra Rm(K) inherits the grading 
of K(x  I . . . . .  Xm). In the sequel, if S is a K-module, or a K-vector space 
with the same grading as K(x l , . . . ,  x~),  we shall denote by S ("1 ..... "=) the 
homogeneous components of S. 
We consider the ring homomorphisms 
vm(K): 77(xl , . . . ,  xm) -~ Rm(K) ,  
induced by the mapping 77(Xl,..., x m) ~ x r ~ Yr ~ Rm(K), r = 1, . . . ,  m; 
and, for p prime, the canonical homomorphisms 
~bm(P): Rm(27) ~ Rm(7/)/pRm(7/), 
~bm(p): R,n(~--)/PRm(~') ~ Rm(77p) 
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as well as the composition 
19re(P) = ~bm(p)° ~m(P) :  Rm(7/) --~ R,n(7/p)" 
Clearly, qbm(p) is also a homomorphism of 7/p-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The kernels of the homomorphisms ¢rm( K), K = 77, Q, 
7/p, and qbm(p) satisfy the following: 
(i) The rank of the free 7/-module (Ker 7rm(7/)) (~1 ..... ~m) and the dimen- 
sion of the Q-vector space (Ker Zrm(Q))(~l ..... nm) coincide for every multide- 
gree (n l , . . . ,  nm). 
(ii) For p prime 
dimzp((Ker "Tt'm~ /'/p ) \ \ (n l  ..... nm)~) 
: rankz((Ker 7rm(7/))fnl ..... rim) ) + dimz,((Ker qbm(p))fnl ...... m)). 
Proof. We fix the multidegree (n) = (n  1 . . . . .  nm) and assume that the 
free 7/-module (7/(x I . . . . .  Xm)) (n) is a subset of the vector space (Q(x 1, 
. . . .  x m))("). The key observation of the proof is that the ring of generic 
matrices Rm(7/) has no additive torsions; i.e., nf = 0, 0 ~ n ~ 77, implies 
f = 0 in Rm(7/). Hence there exist f l  . . . . .  fd ~ (7/(xl , . . . ,  x,,,)) (n~ such that 
(7/(Xl , . . . ,Xm)) (n)= (Ker 'n ' rn (7 / ) ) (n )~ 7 / f l  ~ ... ~ 7/fd 
as abelian groups. 
(i) The element f ~ (7/(Xl,..., xm)) (~) is a polynomial identity for 
ME(7/) if and only if it is a polynomial identity for M2(Q), i.e., 
(Ker 7rm(7/)) (n) (Ker 7/" -(n) - ,(n) = Vm() )  = (Kervm(Q)) , 
and this gives (i) because very basis of the free 7/-module (Ker 7rm(7/))(n) is
a basis of the Q-vector space (Ker ~rm(Q))¢n). 
(ii) Since 
(Rm(7/)) Cn) = 7r~(7//)(7/(xl,... , Xm)) ¢~ ~ 7/fl • ... ~ 7/fd, 
the kernel of ~m(P) coincides with pT/fl ~ ... • pT/fd. Hence 
(Ker qbm(p))~n) is a 2ep-SUbspace of (R,~(7/)/pRm(7/)) ~n) = 7/p~bm(p)(fl) 
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• .. ~ 77p q Jm(P) ( fd )  and 
, ,(n)~ 
- dim~,((Ker ~bm(p))(")) 
. .(n)~ 
= (")) - dim=,(( er 4=(P ,  
This completes the proof of (ii) since 
rank~((Rm(7/) )(n)) = rankz ((2(xl,. . . ,  Xm ))(.)) _ ranke ((Ker ~.m(7/) )(n)), 
dimz,((Rm(Zp))(n)) = dime,((7/p(X 1 ..... X,n))(n)) 
-dimz~((Ker 1rm(Y "'(~)'p)) )' 
dimzp ((7/p( x l .... , Xm) ) (~)) = rankz ((7/(xl,... , x,~))(n)). 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For fixed (n) = (nl,..., nm) and p prime 
-7/--(n) (KerOm(p)) (n) ~p(Rm( )) 
if and only if the T-ideals of the polynomial identities for M2(Q) and M2( E), 
where E is an infinite extension of 77p, satisfy 
dim~((T(Mz(Q))) (")) < dimz,((T(M2(E)))(")). 
COROLLARY 2.3. For p prime, the dimension of the 7/p-Vector space of the 
proper polynomials of fixed multidegree ( n ) = ( nl,.. ., nm) which are nontriv- 
ial elements of (Ker Ore(p)) (n), i.e., the dimension of the factor space 
. . ' , (n) 
(KerOm(p) A Vm(77)(Bm(TZ)))(")/(pRm(Y ) n pm(T/ ) (gm(~_) ) )  , 
is equal to 
dim(r(")(Q)/(r(=)(Q) n T(M2(Q)))) 
- dim(r(n)(E)/(r(=)(E) -r (M2(E)))), 
where E is an infinite extension of ~-p. 
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Proof. The ideal pZ(x l , . . . , x  m) + Kercrm(22) is a T-ideal of 77(xl, 
• .., xm) and coincides with the kernel of the homomorphism 2g(x i . . . .  , 
x m) ~ Rm(Z)/pRm(?Y). Therefore the algebra Rm(2V)/PRm(7/) is a rela- 
tively free algebra in some variety of unitary Zp-algebras and we may apply 
Proposition 1.1.4(ii). Since the relatively free algebra Rm(Z p) is a homo- 
morphic image of the relatively free algebra Rm(Z)/pRm(Y_), we obtain 
that 
Hilb( nm(  Rm(T/p ) ), tl, . . . , lm ) 
= n i lb (Bm(Rm(T/ ) /PRm(T/ ) ) ,  tl . . . . .  tin) 
-- H i lb (Bm(Rm( l f ) /pRm(7] ) )  f) Ker 4~m(P), tl . . . . .  tin). 
Finally, the Hilbert series of the multigraded 7/p-Vector spaces Rm(2V) / 
pRm(77) and Rm(22 p) are equal, respectively, to 
n i lb (  Rm(  77) /pRm(  7/) , tl, . . . , tm ) 
= Hilb(R,,,(Q), t I . . . . .  tin) 
and 
m 1 
= Hi lb (Bm(M2(Q) ) , t l  . . . . .  tm) I - I  
i=l 1 - - t  i 
" 1 ¢ / nilb Rm(Ze),t l  . . . . .  t= = Hi lb(Bm(M2(E)) ' t l ' ""tm .= 1 - t  i 
Hence 
Hi lb(  Bm( Rm(  l )  /pRm(  ~-) ), tl . . . .  , tm ) = Hi lb (Bm(M2(Q) )  , t l  . . . . .  tin), 
and this completes the proof of the corollary. 
3. GENERIC MATRICES IN ODD CHARACTERISTIC 
In this section we fix an odd prime p. We shall prove that the kernel of 
the canonical homomorphism Rm(7/)--o Rm(~_p) coincides with pRm(22); 
i.e., the generic 2 × 2 matrix algebra Rm(7] p) has  no  new polynomial 
identities. Following the convention of Section 1, we shall assume that the 
generic matrices from Rm(~_p) have the form 
Yr = °lra q- [3rb + "Yr C A- 6re , r = 1 , . . . ,  m,  
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where 
a = e l l  - -  e22 , b = e l2  + e21 , c ~ e l2  - e21 , 
ar, 13r, 3/, 6r are 4m algebraically independent commuting variables, and 
the polynomial algebra K[cer, 13r, 3/rJr = 1 . . . . .  m] is equipped with the 
lexicographic ordering induced by 
al > 131 > 3/1 > a2 > ~2 > 3/2 > °e3 > "'" > am > 13m > 3/m" 
Let 
L(n) (K)  = F(n)(K)/(F(n)(K) • T (M2(K) ) ) ,  L (K )  = EL(n) (K) ,  
where the summation is over all (n) = (n 1 . . . . .  n m) with n i > 0 for some i. 
By Proposition 1.3.2 we may assume that L(n)(Q) c Rm(Q) and L°° (E )  c 
Rm(E)  = E %p Rm(Zp), where E is an infinite extension of Zp, p > 3. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For fixed (n) = (n 1 . . . . .  n~)  with some n i > 0, the 
dimensions dim L(")(Q) and dim L(n)(E) coincide. 
Proof. By Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3, dim L(n)(Q) > dim L(n)(E). In order 
to show the coincidence of the dimensions, it is sufficient o construct a
multigraded subset of dim~ L(n) ({~)  elements from L(n) (~)  which is in 
Rm(77) and which under the canonical homomorphism Rm(Z) ~ Rm(Z p) 
goes to a linearly independent subset of L('°(E).  We make use of Proposi- 
tion 1.3.4. The dimension of L(n)(Q) is equal to the number of semistan- 
dard A-tableaux of content (n) for all partitions A = (A I, A2, A3) with 
A2 ~ 0 and A ~ (13). To every semistandard A-tableaux A we associate a
proper polynomial fa, a ~ Z(Xl . . . .  , x m) in such a way that the images of 
the polynomials fa, a are linearly independent in L(E) .  Since we shall 
work with proper polynomials only and e is in the center of the generic 
matrix algebra, we may replace the generic matrices yr with generic 
traceless matrices 
x r = Otra + 13~b + %c, r = 1, . . . ,  m. 
(For convenience and when no misunderstanding is possible, we use the 
same symbols x r for the generators of Z(x  l . . . . .  x m) and the algebra 
generated over 77p by the generic traceless matrices.) Let A be the 
semistandard A-tableau 
ill ... i1~ il, u+l -.. i1,~+ ~ i1,~+~+1 ~ il, u+~+w ] 
i21 "" i2u i2, u+l  " ' "  i2, u+ v 
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corresponding to the partition h = (u + v + w, u + v, u) and let fx, A ~ 
L(E). We express fx, a in the form 
Rpq r , 
where Upq r are some matrices from M2(E). We shall construct our 
polynomial fx, a in such a way that its leading summand is a nonzero 
matrix from M2(Y_ p) c Mz(E) multiplied by the monomial 
uWv.+w u+v u 
gx 'a= t=ll"I Olilt t~= l [~i2tt~= l "~i3t = 
For example, 
[Xl, X2] = 2oe I ~2 c q- . . .  
where the other summands (denoted by ... ) are lower in the lexicographic 
ordering. 
We employ the notation x o y = xy + yx and x ad(y) = [x, y] (in the 
latter case we consider ad(y) as an operator acting on x). We shall make 
the following obvious observation. If the leading summands of two polyno- 
mials f l  and f2 are, respectively, glUl and g2u2, where gl, g2 are 
monomials, ul, u 2 ~ Mz(7/p), and ulu 2 -~ O, then the leading sumrnand of 
the product f l f2 is equal to glg2ulu2. Similarly, if [Ul, u 2] v~ 0, then the 
leading summand of the commutator [fa, f2] is equal to glgz[Ul, u2]. For 
example, the leading summand of [Xl, Xz](ad(Xl)) w is equal to a w+lr~ c 1 /'2 , 
when w is even and to a~ '+ 1/32b , when w is odd. We shall also make use of 
the identities 
as3(ad(a ), ad(b) ,  ad(c) )  = - 16a, 
bs3(ad (a) ,  ad(b) ,  ad(c))  = - 16b, 
cs3(ad(a), ad(b) ,  ad(c) )  = - 16c, 
where s 3 is the standard polynomial of degree 3. 
A direct verification shows that the polynomial g(xl, x2, X3) = X 1 °Ix2, 
x 3] is skew-symmetric for the traceless matrices x i = otia + ~ib + yi c, 
i = 1,2,3. 
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Now we construct he polynomials fA, A- For h = (u3), u > 2, and the 
semistandard A-tableau A 
ill ... ilu 
i21 ... i2~ 
i31 "'" i3u 
we denote the polynomial fa, a by f = f,00 and define it by 
f=Loo- - -  x i .  s3 (ad(X i l ) ,ad(x i2 ) ,ad(x i~)  °[xi~,xi3~]. 
Since the variables in s 3 are skew-symmetric, the coefficients like a i ai " "  
• . lj 2i 
disappear. Hence the contribution to the leading summand comes only 
from the substitution of xi , ,  xi2 j, and xil j in s3(ad(xi,) ,  ad(xi2 ) ,  ad(xi3,)), 
respectively, by olilja, fl i2b, and ~/i3jc, j = 2 , . . . ,  u. A similar statement 
holds also for j = 1 by the skew-symmetry in x~ o[x 2, x3]. In this way we 
obtain that the leading summand of f~00 is equal to 
huo o = - 2( - 16) u- 1 °/ill . . .  Olilu ~i21 " "  ~i2u')/i31 " "  3'i3~ e" 
Now we consider the semistandard A-tableau A 
/i1 
i21 
i31 
• .. ilu 
• .. i2u 
• .. i3u 
For u > 1, w > 1 we define the polynomial f = fu0w = fx, a by 
LOw = E (sign O' ) [X i¢ ( I ) I  , Xi~(2)l ] 
o-~S 3 
[ [ u+w u 
X lXi~o)l[j=~u+ 1 ad(xilj))j~__2s3(ad(xhj', ad(x/2j), ad(xi3j)))" 
As in the previous case, if w is even, we obtain that the leading summand 
is 
uww u u 
huow = -2w+3( -16)u -1  t~__l ail, t~l[3i2,t~=l'Yi3te, 
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and when w is odd, the leading summand is 
u+w u u 
hu°w = -2w+3( -16)u -1  t=lH oLiat " t~__ l fli2t t~= l "Yiata = 
For the semistandard tableau 
i l l  "'" ilu i l ,  u+ l  i l ,  u+2 il'u+l+w I 
i21 "'" i2u i2,u+1 
and for u > 0, w > 0 we define f = fulw = fA ,  A by 
f=f . ,w  = [xi=,u+l, Xi, u+l] I-I ad(xqj) 
j=u+2 
u 
× I~ s3(ad( xi,j), ad( xi2j), ad(xi3j) • 
j= l  
Again, when w is even we obtain that the leading summand is 
u+w+l  u+l  u 
huxw=2( -2 )w( -16)u  I-It=l °lilt't~[3i2t't~=l = 
and for w odd 
u+w+l  
hulw = 2( -2 )w( -16)  u 1-I 
t= l  
u+l  u 
Olilt t~__ l ~i2tt~ "i3t b" 
Now, let us consider the semistandard tableau 
• ° 
/1, u+l  . . . . .  ll, u+v 
• . 
12, u+l  . . . . .  12, u+v 
and define the polynomial f = f0v0 = fa z by 
u 
fovo  = H[X i2 ,u+j ,X i l ,u+j l "  
J '=l  
It is easy to see that the leading summand is 
u u 
hovo = 2v I-I Oli 1 u+t t~= l [~i2 .... CV" 
t= l  = 
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Finally, if v is different from 0, we define f,~w = f~, a as 
fu~w = fulwf0,~-l,0, 
where fulw and fo,~,-1,o correspond, respectively, to the (semistandard) 
tableaux 
ill "'" ixu ia, u+~ i~,u+v+a [ "" [ ia,,+o+w [ 
i21 "'" i2u i2, u+l  
ia, u+2 "'" i l ,  u+v 
i2, u+ 2 "'" i2, u_ v 
obtained by splitting into two parts the semistandard tableau A 
i,a "" i~,, il, u+l "'" iLu+v il, u+v+a [ "" l il, u+v+ w 
i21 "'" i2u i2, u+l  "'" i2, u+v 
and obtain that the leading summand of fuvw is a nonzero matrix from 
M2(77 p) multiplied by 
uq-u+w u+u u 
H Ogi l t tH[~i2ttn~/ i3t"  
t~ l  = = 
In this way we have obtained that the monomials gx, a of the leading 
summands of the polynomials fa, a are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the semistandard A-tableaux, when A runs on the set of partitions {A = 
(Aa, A2, A3)IA 2 v~ 0, A ~ (13)}. We have embedded L(Q) and L(E),  respec- 
tively, into Rm(Q) and Rm(E) = E %p Rm(~_p). Since the monomials ga, a 
are pairwise different, we obtain that fa, a are linearly independent in 
Rm(Y_ p) and this completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 3.2. As a consequence of the recent result of Koshlukov [11] 
one can obtain that for K being a field of odd characteristic, the algebra 
generated by the generic traceless matrices x r = ara + fir b + y~C, r = 
1 . . . .  , m, has a multigraded basis which is in one-to-one correspondence 
with the semistandard A-tableau for all A = (Aa, A2, A3). The same result 
was obtained before by Procesi [15] for fields of characteristic zero. 
Koshlukov [11] has also established that the defining relations of this 
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algebra are [x~l o Xr2, Xr3] = 0 and s4(Xrl , Xr2 , Xr3 , Xr4) ~--- 0, r i -~- 1 . . . . .  m,  
and this is an analogue of the theorem of Razmyslov [16] for the weak 
polynomial identities of 2 x 2 matrices in characteristic 0.
Now we state the main result of the section. 
THEOREM 3.3. I f  p is a prime, p > 2, then the kernel of the natural 
hornornorphisrn Rm(Y_) ~ R,n(Y_ p) is equal to PRm(Z). 
Proof. Let E be an infinite extension of 7/p. By Proposition 3.1 the 
dimensions of the homogeneous components of the vector spaces L(Q) 
and L(E)  coincide. By Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 this implies that the generic 
matrix algebra Rm(77 p) satisfies no new polynomial identities and this 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. THE ALGEBRA OF FOUR GENERIC MATRICES IN 
CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In this section we shall establish that for m < 4 the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism Rm(Z) ~ Rm(7/2) coincides with 2Rm(~). Our 
approach is similar to that of Section 3. We fix the matrices 
a ---- e l l ,  b = el2 -F e21, c = el2 
and express the generic 2 x 2 matrices in the form 
Yr = ara + 1~rb + 7r c + ~e, r = 1,2, 3, 4. 
Since we shall work with proper polynomials only, we fix the generic 
traceless matrices 
x r = ara + 1~r b + TrC, r = 1,2,3,4,  
assuming that the polynomial algebra in the commuting variables a~,/3, %, 
r = 1, 2, 3, 4, has a lexicographic ordering defined by 
0/1 > /~1 > "~1 > 0/2 > ~2 > 'Y2 > 0/3 > /~3 > "~3 > 0/4 > ~4 > 'Y4" 
As in Section 3, we fix an infinite extension E of Z 2 and consider 
L¢n)(K) = F~n~(K)/(F~n)(K) n T(M2(K))) c Ra(K),  
where K = Q or K = E and F(n)(K) is the set of proper polynomials of 
degree (n) = (nx, n2, n3, n4) , n 1 + n 2 + n 3 q- n 4 > 0, in K(Xl,  x2, x3, x4). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For fixed (n) = (nl, n2, n3, n 4) with some n i > O, the 
dimensions dim L~")(Q) and dim L~)(E)  coincide. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, it is sufficient o construct a
multigraded subset of dimQ L~n)(Q) elements from L~")(Q) which is in 
R4(~) and such that the canonical homomorphism R4(7/) --* R4(77 2) sends 
it to a linearly independent subset of L~")(E). Again, for each semistan- 
dard A-tableau A, A = (A 1, A 2, A3), A z ~ 0, and A 4= (13), we shall define a 
multihomogeneous proper polynomial f = fx, a with integer coefficients 
and of the same multidegree as the content of A. We shall show that these 
polynomials are linearly independent in R4(2~ 2) using that their leading 
summands are multiples of pairwise different monomials in a~,/3, %, 
r = 1, 2, 3, 4. Namely, we present A in the form A = (p + q + r, p + q, p) 
and for each semistandard A-tableau A given below 
i u ... ilp il,p+l ... il,p+ q il, p+q+l I ... {il,p+q+ ~ 
izl . . .  izp i 2 ,p+l  -." i2,p+ q 
we construct he polynomial fa. ~ with a leading summand which is a 
product of the monomial 
p+q+r p+q p 
t=l  = = 
and a matrix from M2(~2). Since 1 participates only in the first row of & 
and 2 participates only in the first and the second rows, for our purposes 
we may assume that 
x 1 = %en,  x2 = aze n +/32(elz + e21) 
and consider the case/31 = ~/1 = 3'2 = 0. In our calculations we shall make 
use of the equalities which can be obtained by direct verification 
[x i ,x j ]  = (ai/3j + aj/3i)b + (OtiVj + ~j~i) C + ( /3iVj + /3j3~i) e, 
[Xi,Xj, Xk] = ak[Xi,Xj] + s ( i , j , k )e ,  
where s(i, j, k) = a i/3]y~ + %/3iYk + Oti/3k ")/] +Ol ] /3k~i  "}- ak /3 iT j  -~ 
Odk /3j Vi, 
[ x,, xn][ xj, x,] = ( t~, /3~ + % /3,)( t~i7 J + ajyi)e n 
+(ohTn + ~yl ) (a i /3 j  + Cj/3i)e22 
+f- , /3n + + 
First we shall consider several simple semistandard tableaux and con- 
struct the corresponding polynomials. 
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Let A = (22, 1) and let A be the semistandard tableau 
i n 
j m 
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where i, j, l, n, m ~ {1, 2, 3, 4}. We define the polynomial fu0 = fA, A by 
fllo = [[xl ,x, , ] [x j ,  xi] ,Xm], for 1 > n 
/110 ~--- [[XI ,Xi I [Xn,Xj] ,Xm], for 1--- n.  
The case 1 < n is impossible for i, j, I, n, m ~ {1, 2, 3, 4}. First, let l > n. 
We check directly that 
f l l 0  = [[XI,Xn][Xj,Xi],Xrn] 
= (( OLI ~n + Oln [3l)( Oli~j "[- Olj')/i) 
"+(Oil')/n --~ OlnVl)(Oli~ j + oljJ~i))( J~mb + VmC). 
Since i< j< l ,  i<n  <m,  j<m,  l>n we obtain that the leading 
summand of fll0 is equal to otiot n j~jYl ~rn b. For  l = n we obtain similarly 
that 
f110 = [[XI, Xi][Xn,Xj],Xm] 
= ((Oll~ i "~ aiJ~l)(Oln]/j + Olj')tn) 
"~(Ollr i + ~i~/,)(Oln~j + OQ~n))( [3mb -~- ~/m c) 
and the leading summand is c~ i ol n 1~jYt ~m b" 
For A = (2 3) and the semistandard A-tableau A 
j 
i n 
m l 
We define the polynomial f2oo = fx, a by 
f200 = [XI, Xi][Xn,Xk][Xm,Xj] + [Xm,Xj][Xn,Xk][Xl,Xi] 
and see that its leading summand is %oz~ [3 i ~nYlYm e. 
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For A = (r + 2, 2 2) and the semistandard A-tableau A 
where i n = i12  . . . .  +ilk ~ --- 1, i21 . . . . .  i2k 2 = 2 . . . . .  iql . . . . .  iqk q 
= q, k 1 + k 2 + "'" +kq  = r, k 1 >_ O, k 2 > 0 . . . .  , kq >_ O, r > 0 (allowing 
also the case k 1 -- k 2 . . . . .  kq = 0), we define the polynomial f20r = fx, a 
by 
. . . .  
kl kq 
" [ - [Xm,X j ] [Xn ,Xk ,X1 , . . . ,X  1 .  ~ ~ . . . . .  Xq . . . . .  ~ Xq l [X l ,X i ] .  
kl kq 
Using the equality Ix. ,  x k, x~] = au[ X., x k] + s( u, n, k )e, we calculate 
[ xn, x~, x l , . . . ,  xl . . . . .  xq,. . . ,  Xq 1 
kl kq 
=af l  ... a~( [x , ,xk ]  + a~l ... akqq-~s(n,k,q)e)  
and obtain 
f2or--- akx "'" a~q~-'(aqf2oo + s (n ,k ,q ) [ [x , ,x i ] , [Xm,X] ] ] ) .  
The leading summand of f200 is equal to aja~i f i .TD,me.  The leading 
summand of [[xl, xi] , [x~, xj]] is a i aj ~mTte. Depending on the case n > q 
or n < q, the leading summand of s(n, k, q)[[x t, xi],[x.~, x]]] is, respec- 
tively, Ol q Oli Ol j [~n flm Tl'Yk e and O~n Oli Ol j [3 m flq'Yl'Yk e. Therefore the leading 
summand of f20r is equal to 
Ol kl l ,.. k Olq q Olj O[ k /3 i ~n Yl Ym e. 
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For the partition h = (3 3) and the semistandard A-tableau A 
i k s 
j n u 
l m v 
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Hence, we may assume that 
X i = X k = X s = X 1 = ot la  , X j  = X n = X 2 = ot2a  + f12 b .  
we define the polynomial f300 = fa, a by 
f300(y, xs ,xu,xv)  = [y, xsl[xv,xu] + [y, Xu][Xv,Xs] + [y,x~l[xu,xs],  
where y = [XI, Xi][Xn, Xk][Xm, Xj]. Benediktovich [1] has seen that the 
polynomial 
g(y ,x~,xu ,xv)  = [y,x~l[xu,x~] + [y,x,, l[x~,x~] + [y,x~][x,,Xu] 
is a weak polynomial identity for the algebra M2(7/2); i.e., it vanishes when 
we replace the variables with 2 × 2 traceless matrices. It is easy to see that 
g is skew-symmetric n x~, Xu, x v over Z 2. Since it is multilinear and 
proper, and {a, b, c} is a basis of M2(Z 2) modulo the center, any evaluation 
of g on M2(• 2) is a linear combination of g(y, a, b, c). Since 
g(e12 , en,  el2 + e21 , e21 ) = g(e21, en,  el2 + e21 , e21 ) = 0, 
g vanishes also when we replace y by a traceless matrix and the other 
variables xs, x u, and xo by arbitrary matrices from M2(7/2). Hence, 
evaluating y in f300, we are interested only in the coefficients of e n and 
ez2 and not in the coefficients of e12 and e21. On the other hand, 
g(e lx  , e l l  , e12 , e2i  ) = e 
and g is a central polynomial for M2(7/2). Now we shall construct he 
polynomial f300 only in the case n 1 > n 2 > n 3 >__ n4, n 1 + n 2 + n 3 + n 4 = 
9. The general case will be handled in the end of the proof of the 
proposition. The only semistandard (33)-tableaux of this type are 
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We calculate consecutively 
y = [x, ,x i ][x n,xk][xm,xj]  
= ~?~2~((~m & + .~)b  + ~rmC + &v~e) 
+ ~?~((~ & + ~ &)¢  + ~c  + &~) .  
As we have already mentioned, calculating y for replacing it in f300, we 
are interested only in the coefficients of e u and e22 and, since f300 is a 
proper polynomial, we may assume that y = ce213~T3"Ym a. Hence 
faoo(y,x~,xu,xo) = f300(y, x l ,x~,x~) = oL2 2 1 fl2"Y3Ymgl, 
where 
gl = [a, xl][xv,xu] + [a, Xu][Xv,Xa] + [a, Xv][Xu,X1] 
= -~( ~u% + ru ~)e ,  
and the leading summand of f300 is 3 2 0ll J~  flu T3 Tm Tv e" 
For A = (r, 12) and the semistandard tableau A 
where k = r - 1 > 1, we define the polynomial flOr by 
 lOr = [ tx , ,x j ,Ex , ,x / ,x /2  . . . .  
I10r  = [ [x j ,~ j , [x , ,x / ,x i2  . . . . .  xik]], 
Let i 1 = j. Then 
[x j ,  x i ,x i2 , . . . , x i~]  = % " %[*j, xil + % " "  
flOr = Oli2,' ' ' ,  OLik[[XI, X i l l , [x j ,  xi] ] 
= Oli2 "'" Ogik((Oll[3il "-[- Olil~l)(Ogi~ j "~- Olj~li) 
"~- ( OLl ~lil "~- Olil ~ll ) ( OLi ~ j "~- ozj fli ) )e 
for  i I = j and 
for  i 1 ~ j .  
Oti~_ls( ik, i, j )e,  
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and the leading summand of flo~ is OliOlilOli2 "'" 
i I ~ j then 
f lOr = Oli 2 
Oli2 
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Otik fljTl e. Similarly, if 
• "" o l i~[ [X j ,X i l l , [g l ,X i ] ]  
• "" Otik(( Olj[~i 1 "-~ Olil [~j)( Oli~l + Oll'~i ) 
q- ( Ol j "Y iI -4- Ol i l "Y j ) ( a i fi I "4- Otl fl i ) ) e . 
Again, the leading summand is ot i OlilOli2 "'" Olik ~jyte. 
For the partition A = (q + r, q), q ___ 1, and the semistandard tableau A 
i l l  . . . . .  ilq il, q+l I I il,q+r 
i21 . . . . .  iEq 
we define the polynomial fOqr = fA, A by 
foqr -= [x i22 ,  gi12] " ' '  [Xizq, xi lq][Xi21, gi l l ,  Xil,q+ 1 . . . . .  Xil,q+r]" 
Since ilk < i2k, the leading summand of [ xi: ~, xi~ k ] is equal to Otil k fli2k b. On 
the other hand, 
[Xi21, gil l '  Xil,q+l'" • . , gil,q+ r ] 
= O/il,q+l "'" Olil,q+r[Xi21, Xil l] "~ a i l ,q+l  " ' '  Oti l ,q+, ,_ lS( i l ,q+r, i21, i l l )e  , 
its leading summand is Otil, q+l "'" Olil, q+rOlil I fli2ib, and the leading summand 
of fOqr i s  equal to 
0~il I ' ' "  Olil,q+r fli21 "'" flizqd, 
where d = e when q is even and d = b when q is odd. 
Now we consider an arbitrary semistandard (p + q + r, p + q, p)-tab- 
leau A = Apqr, p + q > O, (p ,  q, r) ~ (1, O, 0): 
i l l  "'" i lp i l ,p+ l  "'" i l ,p+q i l ,p+q+ l [ [ i l ,p+q+r 
i21 "'" i2p i 2 ,p+ 1 "'" i2,p+q 
Up until now we have constructed polynomials for the following tableaux: 
Ano, A2o~, AlOr, A3o o, and Aoq r. 
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For all these polynomials the leading summand is a multiple of the 
matrices e or b. As in the case of odd characteristic, we shall handle the 
general case splitting A into two tableaux A' and A" and shall construct 
the polynomial f = fpqr-~-fA, A inductively as f = f ' f " ,  where f '  and f "  
correspond, respectively, to A' and A". Since all possible products of e and 
b are nonzero and equal either to e or to b, the leading summand of f is 
the product of the leading summands of f '  and f" .  We consider all 
possible cases: 
(i) I f  p = 1, r > 1 we define 
flqr ~- flOrfOqO" 
(ii) I f  p= 1, r=0,  then q> l and we define 
f lqO -~" f llOfO, q- l,O" 
(iii) I fp=2,  q>0,  then 
f2qr = f2OrfOqO" 
(iv) If  p = 2k + 2, k > l, 
fpqr 
(v) If  p = 2k + l, k > l, 
fpqr 
then 
=~k,O,O~qr" 
and q ~ 1 or r ~ 1, then we define 
=~k,O,O~qr" 
(vi) I f  p=2k+l ,  k>__l, q=r=0,  then we have the following 
arguments. The Hilbert series of L(E)  is a symmetric function in 
tl, t2, t3, t 4. Up until now we have constructed the polynomials3fa, a corre- 
sponding to the semistandard A-tableaux for A ~ ((2k + 1) ), and the 
contribution of these polynomials to the Hilbert series of L(E)  is also a 
symmetric function. Hence we have to handle only the polynomials of 
multidegree (n 1, n2, n3, n 4) corresponding to the semistandard ((2k + 1)3) -
tableaux A, k >__ 1. Since we know that their contribution to the Hilbert 
series of L(E)  is a symmetric function again, we may assume that n 1 > n z 
~__ n 3 ~__ n4. Since n I + n 2 + n 3 + n 4 = 3p, p > 3, we obtain that n 1 >__ 
3p/4  > 2 and hence n 1 ___ 3. Since the tableau is semistandard, all l 's are 
in the first row and this implies that its first three entries i11, i12, i13 are 
equal to 1. Similarly n 4 > 3p/4  < p and all entries of the third row are 
equal to 3 and 4. Hence i31 = 3. In the same way, the second and the third 
rows of A contain not more than n 3 + n 4 < 3p/2  entries equal to 3 and 4 
and p of them are in the third row. Hence the second row contains at least 
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p/2  entries equal to 2. Since p > 3, we obtain that i21 = i22 = 2. Hence 
the first three columns of A form one of the (33)-tableaux 
111 
222 
333  
1 1 1 1 1 1 
222"  223  
3 34  3 44  
which we have already handled and this completes the case p = 3. If 
p > 3, then we construct our polynomial by 
f2k+ 1,0,0 =f300f2k-2,0,O" 
In this way, all constructed polynomials fpqr have the desired leading 
summands 
p+q+r p+q p 
gPqr = t=lH Otiltt~=l ~i2tt~__l'Yi3t d , =   0 :~ d EM2(7/2) ,  
and gpqr determines uniquely the partition h and the semistandard A-
tableau A. Hence the polynomials fpqr are  linearly independent in R4(7/2) 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
As in Section 3, Proposition 4.1 gives immediately the following main 
result of Section 4. 
THEOREM 4.2. The kernel of the canonical homomorphism Rm(77) 
Rm(7/2) coincides with 2Rm(7/) for m < 4. 
Combining the results of Sections 3 and 4 with the example of Schelter 
[18] of a polynomial from the kernel of the homomorphism Rs(Z) ~ R5(7/2) 
which is not in 2Rs(Z) we state the complete answer to the problem of 
Procesi n the case of generic 2 × 2 matrices. 
THEOREM 4.3. The kernel of the homomorphism 
Omp: Rm(~-) ~ Rm(Zp) 
coincides with PRm(~) for every m if p > 2 and for m < 4 if p = 2. For 
p = 2 and m > 4 the kernel Ker Ore2 contains elements which are not in 
2Rm(2~). 
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5. COMPUTER RESULTS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2 
In this section we describe the computer approach and the results of the 
calculations which give all new polynomial identities of degree up to 6 for 
the generic matrix algebra Rm(712), m > 5. The created computer pro- 
grams are based on ideas used by Drensky and Piacentini Cattaneo [7] in 
their search of new central polynomials for 4 × 4 matrices. We work over 
7/2 and all computations are modulo 2. We start with some reductions. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f (x l , . . . ,  x m) ~ ~_2 ( X)  be a proper multihomogeneous 
polynomial such that degxl f = 1, i > 2. Then f = 0 is a polynomial identity 
for the generic 2 × 2 matrix algebra Rm(77 2) if and only if f(eal, z 2, z3 , . . . ,  
z m) = 0 for all z i ~ {ell , e12 , e21}, i = 2, 3 . . . .  , m. 
Proof. The "if" part of the statement is obvious because the matrices 
ell , e12 , and e21 are evaluations of the generic matrices Yr, r = 1 . . . .  , m. 
We shall prove the "only if" part. 
Let f (en ,  z2, z3 . . . .  , z m) = 0 for all z i ~ {e n, e12, e21}, i = 2, 3 . . . . .  m, 
and let f (Y l  . . . . .  Ym) be the evaluation of f in Rm(772). By  Proposition 
1.3.3 we may assume that the first generic matrix Ya is diagonal. We 
rewrite it in the form 
Yl = ~1ell + ~2e22 ~- (s¢:1 + ~2)el l  + ~2 e. 
Taking into account that the polynomial f is proper (and all variables 
participate in commutators only) and multihomogeneous, we obtain that 
f (Y i , ' ' ' , Ym)  =f( (~a + ~2)en,Y2 . . . . .  Ym) 
= (~l + ~2)nl f (e l l ,Y2 . . . . .  Ym). 
Since f (x  a . . . . .  Xm) is multilinear in x 2 . . . .  , Xm, it is SUfficient to replace 
the generic matrices Y2 . . . .  , Ym in f(eai, Y2, ' " ,Ym)  by elements from a 
basis of M2(2~2). Fixing the basis {en, e12 , e21 , e} and once again taking into 
account that f (x i , . . . ,  x m) is a proper polynomial, we obtain that it is 
sufficient o replace Y2 . . . .  , Ym with elements from the set {e n, e21 , e21}. 
As we have mentioned in Section 1, we assume that the "natural" 
polynomial identities for Rm(77) are consequences of the standard polyno- 
mial s4 and the commutators [c, x, + 1] of central polynomials c(x I . . . .  , x,) .  
We have added to this list the proper consequences of the known weak 
polynomial identities for M2(772). Now we describe the only identity of low 
degree which is new, i.e., in the kernel of the homomorphism Rm(77) --+ 
Rm(7/2) and not in 2Rm(Z), and cannot be obtained from the "natural" 
ones. 
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THEOREM 5.2. The only new proper polynomial identity of degree < 6 for 
Rm(772) , m > 5, is 
f(Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5) = [Xs,X4][X2,X1,X3] + [X3,X1, X2][X5, X4] 
"q-[X4,XI,X3][X5,X2] q - [X3 ,X1] [X4 ,X2 ,Xs]  
+[x4,x3] [xs ,x l ,x21 + [xs ,x3,x41[x2,x , l .  
Proof. We may assume that the potential new polynomial identity is 
multihomogeneous of degree (nx, . . . ,  nm), where n 1 > ... > n,~. If n 5 = 0, 
Theorem 4.2 gives that there is no such identity. The only partitions of 
n < 6 which are not covered by Theorem 4.2 are for m _> 5 and are 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) for n = 5 and (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) for n = 6. For fixed 
(nx . . . .  , nm) we use Proposition 1.1.3 and write the identity f (x l , . . . ,  x m) 
as a linear combination of products of commutators. For n = 5 the basis 
of the vector space F 5 of proper multilinear polynomials consists of the 
elements of the sets 
a 1 = {[Xi,Xj, Xk][XI, Xrn], i > j  < k, l > m, 
{ i , j , k , l ,m} = {1,2,3,4,5}}, 
a 2 = {[X i ,Xm][X i ,X j ,  Xk] , i > J  < k,  l > m,  
{ i , j , k , l ,m} = {1,2,3,4,5}}, 
C = {[Xi,Xj, Xk,Xl, Xm] , i > j  < k < 1 < m, 
{ i , j , k , l ,m} = {1,2,3,4,5}}, 
and for n = 6 the basis of the component F (n, ...... m) is the union of the 
following sets of multihomogeneous polynomials of degree (n l , . . . ,  nm): 
a 1 
A2= 
A3= 
A4= 
C= 
{[X/1 , Xi 2' Xi 3 , Xi4][Xi 5, Xi6]lil > i 2 < 
{[x i  5 , Xi6][Xi 1, xi 2 , Xi 3 , Xi4][il > i 2 
{[Xi 1, Xi 2, Xi3][Xi 4, Xi s , Xi6][ix > i 2 < 
i3 < i4, i5 > i6}, 
i3 < i4, i5 > i6}, 
i3, i4 > i5 < i6}, 
{[Xi 1, Xi2][Xi 3, Xi4][Xi 5, xi6]lil > i2, i3 > i4, i5 > i6}, 
{[Xil 'Xig'Xi3'Xi4'Xi5'Xi6]l i l  > i2 <-i3 <i4 <is <i6}" 
Presenting f (x l , . . . ,  Xm) as a linear combination of the polynomials from 
the sets Ai and C, we replace the variables xl . . . . .  x m with the generic 
2 x 2 matrices y~ . . . . .  Ym ~ Rm(2~2) and assume that f (Y l , . . . ,  Ym ) = O. 
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Since the algebra of generic 2 × 2 upper triangular matrices is a homo- 
morphic image of Rm(~-2), Proposition 1.3.2(ii) gives that for all generic 
upper triangular matrices the products of two and three commutators 
vanish. Since the commutators from the set C are linearly independent in
the generic upper triangular matrix algebra, we obtain that the elements 
from C do not participate in the expression of f (x~ . . . . .  xm)  and f is a 
linear combination of the elements from the sets Ai only. For (n l , . . .  , n m) 
fixed, let Ul,..., u k be all polynomials from the sets Ai and let 
k 
f (X l  . . . .  , Xm) -~" E Cjblj(Xl . . . .  , Xm), 
i= l  
where the unknown coefficients c/ are from 7/2. By Lemma 5.1, f (x  1 . . . . .  
x m) = 0 is a polynomial identity for Rm(2~ 2) if and only if f (e l l  , Z2,... , 
Z m) = 0 for all z i ~ {e11, e12, e21}. Let (z~ i), . . . .  Z(im)), i = 1, . . . .  s, be all 
possible substitutions of (x l , . . . ,  x,~) with 
,,,(i) Z(m/) ~ {el l  ' e21}" z~ i) ~ ell,X 2 ~. . .~ el2,  
We consider the system of linear equations with indeterminates c 1 . . . .  , C k 
¢lUl(Z~ 1) . . . .  ,Z(m 1)) q-"'" "bCkUk(z~l),...,Z(ml) ) = 0 
qua( i f ) ,  . . . ,  z~)) + ... +c~(  f f ) , . .  ., ~(~)~ , = o 
. . .  
c,u,(z~', ,z~') + +c~uk(z~', ,z~)) =o  
Using a computer we calculate the matrices uj(z~i),..., z(im )) and solve the 
system. The solutions (cl , . . . ,  c k) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the elements from 
r(n)(z~) n T(M~(Z~)). 
Taking into account he FCI linearly independent elements from the set C 
of single commutators we obtain that 
d im(r (~) (Z2) / ( r (n ) (z~)  n r(M~(Z~)))) -Icl 
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is equal to the rank of the 4s x k matrix of the entries ui(z~i),.. .(o~ • ~ Z"m "ab, 
a,b = 1,2, 
' U l (Z~ 1) . . . .  , Z(ml))ll . . .  
Ul (Z{ I ) , . . . , z ( lm) ) I  2 . . .  
. . .  
d = U l (Z J l ) , . . . ,g ( lm) )2  2 . . .  
RI (Z}  2) . . . .  , Z(m2))11 . . .  
Ul (X~S) , . . . ,X (mS) )2  2 . . .  
If K is a field we introduce the notation 
Uk(  Z~l),  . . . , X(zl) ) l  1 
Uk(Z i  1) . . . .  , Z(ml))12 
Uk(Z{ l ) , . . . , z ( lm) )21  
C(n)( K ) = dim(F(n)( K)/(F('O( K) n T(M2( K)))) 
and obtain that 
c(,,)(g) = dim(span{A 1,A2, . . .  }) + dim(span{C}) = rank(d) + IC[, 
where rank(d) is the rank of d. The computer calculations for rank(d) give 
C(1,1 ,1 ,1 ,1) (7 /2)  = 25 + 4 = 29, 
c(2,1,1,1,1)(712) = 25 + 4 = 29, 
C(1,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1) (7 /2)  = 45 + 5 = 50. 
On the other hand, we calculate the number of the semistandard A-tableaux 
of content (n) = (n 1 . . . .  ,nm) for the partitions A from Proposition 1.3.4 
and obtain that 
C(1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ) (~ ) = 30 ,  
c¢2,1,1,1,n(Q ) = 29, 
C(1,1,1,1,1,1)(1~) • 50 .  
Hence 
d im(r (n ) (Q) / ( r (n ) (Q)  n T(Mz(Q)))) 
= dim(r(n)(~_z)/(r(n)(~_z) n T(Mz(Z2)))) 
when (n )= (n l , . . . ,n  m) is a partition of 6. On the other hand, our 
calculations confirm the existence of a new multilinear polynomial identity 
of degree 5 found in [8]. 
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In order to find the new identity of degree 5 we have found all proper 
consequences of degree 5 for the standard polynomial s4, all commutators 
of central polynomials, and all consequences of the known weak polyno- 
mial identities for M2(Z2). 
We start with the proper consequences of the standard polynomial. Over 
any field K the proper multilinear elements f ~ F n c K(X)  are charac- 
terized by the property af /Ox  i = O, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  where O/Ox i is the 
formal partial derivative in x i. The consequences of degree 5 for s4 are of 
the form 
XiS4(X1 , ' ' ' ,X i , ' ' ' ,  X5), 
S4(Xl , . . . ,3~i  . . . .  ,X5)Xi ~ X iS4(X l , ' ' ' ,3~i  . . . . .  Xs) 
"~- [ S4( X1,. . . , Xi, . . . , X5),  Xi] 
and 
S4( XiXj, Xk, X l, Xm),  
where Xi means  that x i does not participate in the expression. Since 
4 
[S4(X1 ,X2 ,X3 ,X4) ,X5]  = ES4(X1 . . . . .  [Xj, X5] . . . . .  X4), 
j=l 
all consequences are of the form x is4(x l , . . . ,  "~i . . . .  , x 5) and S4(XiXj, Xk, 
Xt, Xm). Using the condition Of/Ox~ = 0 we obtain that the proper conse- 
quences of s 4 are linear combinations of 
{s4(xixj, Xk, Xl, Xm) -- XiS4( Xj, Xk, Xl, Xm) -- XjS4( X i, Xk, Xl, Xm)li > j}. 
Over any field K the polynomial 
h(x l ,  x2, x3, x4) = [Xl, x2] o [x3, x4] 
is central for M2(K). Over a field of characteristic 2 there is another 
central polynomial 
C(X I ,X2 ,X3 ,X4)  = [X l ,X2] [X3 ,X4]  "~- [X I ,X3] [X2 ,X4]  
q- [X l ,X4] [X2,  X3]" 
Since modulo 2 
h(x  1 ,x  2, x 3 ,x4)  = c(x l ,  x 2 ,x  3 ,x4)  @ c(x2 ,x  3 ,x4 ,x l )  
-[- S4(X1, X 2, X 3, X4), 
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we assume that the commutators of known central polynomials of degree 4
for M2(7/2) are consequences of [c (x  1, x 2, x 3, x4), x4]. On the other hand, 
in Section 4 we have seen that c(xa, x 2, x 3, x 4) vanishes in M2(7/2) if we 
replace x a by a traceless matrix. Hence we add to the list of known 
identities the identity of c([ x a, x2], x 3, x 4, x 5) = O. 
All proper multilinear identities of degree 5 for M2(Z 2) are described 
with the solutions (ca, . . . ,  cg) of the linear system considered above. In our 
case k = 40 and the rank of the system is 15. Hence the dimension of the 
vector space of the proper identities is 40 - 15 = 25. We write down a 
basis of 25 identities ha . . . . .  h2s as linear combinations of the products of 
commutators u I . . . .  , u40. Now we find in the vector space span{h a. . . . .  h2s} 
a polynomial f which is not in the subspace spanned by the set of 50 
known identities 
{S4( XiXj, Xi, X l, Xm) -- XiS4( Xj, X k, X l, Xm) -- XjS4( Xi, X k , X l, Xm)[i > j} 
U{C([X,,Xj],Xk,X~,Xm)Ii > j ,k  > 1 > m} 
U{[C(Xi,  Xj, Xk,XI) ,XmlI J  > k > l}, 
where in all three subsets we assume that {i, j, k, l, m} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. 
Let ga, g2 . . . . .  gs0 be the spanning set of this subspace. We consider the 
following set: {gl, g2 . . . . .  gs0, hi,  h2 , . . . ,  h25}. Using Gauss elimination we 
obtain that only 24 of the polynomials g l , . . . ,  g50 are linearly independent 
and find a polynomial which is a linear combination of h I . . . . .  h2s and not 
a linear combination of ga,---,  gs0. We think that the simplest form of f is 
f (x l ,  x2, x3, x4, Xs) = [Xs, x4] [x2 ,  x1, x3] -1- Ix3,  x 1, x2] [x  5, x4] 
--}-[x,,x1,x3][x5,x2] -I- [x3,x l ] [xa,X2,X5]  
q- [x4,x3][x5,x1,x2]  -~- [x5 ,x3,x4] [x2,x1] .  
An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 5.2 is the 
following. 
COROLLARY 5.3. The Hilbert series o f  the graded Y_2-vector space 
(Ker Om2)/2Rm(~-) is equal  to 
1 
Hi lb ( (KerOm2) /2Rm(~- ) , t l  . . . .  tm) = (es ( t  1 . . . .  tm) + . . . .  , 
' ' "= 1 t i 
where on the right hand side the infinite sum in the parentheses has no terms 
o f  degree <_ 6. 
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